BIBLIOGRAPHY

Some suggested reading sources relating to Port-Royal National Historic Site:

Primary Sources

[http://www.champlainsociety.ca](http://www.champlainsociety.ca)


Cleveland: Burrows Bros., 1896-1901.  
[http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/206/301/lac-bac/jesuit_relations-ef/jesuit-relations/index-e.html](http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/206/301/lac-bac/jesuit_relations-ef/jesuit-relations/index-e.html)

Secondary Sources


- Academic text, with a chapter authored by Naomi Griffiths on the period in which Port-Royal was founded


- A book aimed at a general readership, filled with illustrations. Early sections relate to Port-Royal. There is also an English-language version.


- Collection of papers by Acadian scholars; the introductory chapter touches on the Habitation story and its aftermath. This book also exists in English.

Jones, Elizabeth. *Gentlemen and Jesuits, Quests For Glory And Adventure In The Early Days of New France*. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986

for European background:


for General Histories of New World and Old World connections:


Eccles, William J. *France in America.* New York, 1972


**Online sources:**
